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The people were so amazed they asked each other, 
"What is happening here? This man Jesus is teaching 
something new, and with authority. 

He even gives commands to evil spirits, 
and they obey him." - Mark 1:27

...and he shall rule them with a rod of iron – Rev 2.27



And out of his                                                                       mouth goes forth 
a sharp                                                                                 sword =TRUTH 
that with it he                                                                        should smite the 
nations:                                                                                  and he shall 
rule them with a rod of iron: and he treads the winepress of the fierceness    
                                         and wrath of Almighty God.              Rev. 19:15



The 3 Holy Scriptures Cheon Seong Gyeong,
Cham Bumo Gyeong and Pyeong Hwa Gyeong

Online – Click on names above! 

https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/CSG14/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/ChambumoGyeong/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/PHG14/0-Toc.htm


Introduction

• The History of Divine Principle (DP)

• The Bible is spiritually alive text, even after 2000 years
   - The Living Gospel

•  So is and will DP be for thousands of years ahead!

•  It’s the eternal timeless TRUTH that keeps them 
   both eternally alive.



Introduction
  
• The Bible and Divine Principle
   are not just Great Books

   They are Our Daily Life!

•  As soon as truth is discovered 
   it (should) enter immediately into 
   our consceous/unconsceous reality.



Introduction

   Power of the Word
  
• The Fall of Man started because Man listened to   
   the Wrong Word – satans lie => EAT!

• The New Word = Truth, Bible + Divine Principle
   + Divine Blessing
   will bring Man out of the Fall and that error.



“There are two ways to be fooled;

 One is to believe what isn't true; 

¨the other is to refuse to believe what is true.” 

                               ―   Søren Kierkegaard.



Divine Principle and 
The Mission of Messiah - Christ:

- Make Man perfect as Heavenly Father is perfect
  Open the the door to perfection…

- Be you therefore perfect, 
  even as your Father who is in   
  heaven is perfect.  - Jesus  Math 5:48

in 1 sentence:



Reveal
Truth!

Survive!

Messianic
mission!

in 3 sentences:

1935-1942
1945-1953



Reveal
Truth!

Survive!

Holy
Divine 

Marriage!

Messianic
mission!

in 3 sentences:

1960



Reveal
Truth!

Survive!

Give
The Divine
Blessing!

Messianic
mission!

Unite
Physical/Spiritual

worlds!

in 3 sentences:

1960...
Eternity

Holy
Divine 

Marriage!



Divine Principle and 
The Mission of the Messiah-Christ

- Repeat the original mission of Jesus
  without dying! 

- Create Holy Marriages (plural)

- Permanently remove the Original sin

- Give the Blessing 
  and the Kingdom of Heaven will develop naturally!

in 4 sentences:





                God is a creator of Law and Order!

                               Therefore, 
                               if we discover the PRINCIPLE 
                               we certainly have the ability to 
                               understand and cope 
                               with the World of Spirit.”
                                                    
                                                   Quote Sun Myung Moon 1965 



Divine Principle

The Gospel of Gospels

What Jesus would say, was he back again 
on Earth in the flesh!

2 Divine Minds
    interacting



The Principle is extremely comprehensive. 

There is nothing that cannot be resolved with the Principle. 
It is like an encyclopedia containing everything about the 
world. 

It is like a formula that is based on the fundamental bond 
with heaven. 

That is why the Principle can be applied to everything. 
It is also consistent with modern philosophy and psychology, 
and conforms with all the principles of the natural world. 



If we wish to develop a business, there must be unity 
among three primary elements; operations, technical 
know-how, and management. 

This is in accord with the Principle, which states that 
everything resembles human beings with their three 
attributes of emotion, intellect and will. 

                                          /SMM 1969.10.25



I've taught you wonderful words, haven't I? 
I have taught you the Divine Principle. 
It is not some ordinary principle 
but the Divine Principle that I am teaching you.
 
Yes, this is The Principle, which is overriding, all-law. 
If we study the Divine Principle, we can solve everything. 
Nothing is too complicated (not) to be solved 
by the Divine Principle. 

Looking through the glass of the Divine Principle, 
all the complicated situations of the satanic world will become 
simple and clear. The same is true for all the problems 
within the heavenly world. 
Through the Divine Principle, we can solve everything.           
                                                                         / SMM 87112



Once someone studies the Divine Principle they can turn 
completely around in only three days. Its power is much 
stronger than economic power. But you foolish people 
don't know what a strong armament you have. /SMM 910728

What is the tradition of Unification Church? 
The tradition of Unification Church is Divine Principle. 

Of course, the Divine principle book itself is not our tradition, 
the tradition is represented by Divine Principle that is 
everything that is behind the Divine Principle book, which is heart.

                                                                             /SMM 911229



The issue for us as human beings is how to attain 
the highest ideal of conjugal love. 

Not all the principles I discovered are from the Bible; 
I found out many things from nature. 

                                                  /SMM 1996.06.09



How Did Father Discover the Divine Principle?
Peter Steeghs February 13, 1999

Father was asked the following question by an aide 
close to L. Farrakhan: 

"Reverend Moon, did you discover the Divine Principle 
all at once, or gradually?"



Father evidently replied: "Initially the Divine Principle was 
revealed to me all at once. 

However, then it was lost, and I had to rediscover all over 
again gradually as I went on“.                               /end

Comment: The earliest manuscript of the Divine Principle was
lost in North Korea during the Korean War.



What do the words 
“Principle of the Unification Church” mean? 

Why is it called the Principle? 

The purpose of the Principle is to show clearly 
the borderline between the realm of dominion 
based upon 
accomplishments through the Principle 
and the realm of (Gods) direct dominion.





SunMyungMoon
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Individual
Salvation
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for Messiah
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The Unification Principle connects everything 
by the laws of nature.

That is why it is called the Principle.
It is Heavens Principle.

That is to say, it is the eternally unchanging Principle.
The Principle is not a doctrine.
It is not a doctrine of the Unification Church.
It is not a doctrine taught by True Parents.

The Principle is Heavens Law.
                                               
                                                        /SMM  (301-034, 1999.04.16)



Adam and Eve, as firstborn children, 
had to grow through the stages of 
formation, growth and completion. 

This is the way of the Principle. 

Even within the realm of indirect dominion, 
human beings must fulfill their portion of 
responsibility if they are to perfect themselves. 

It means that until you reach maturity you should never 
have a love relationship.

                                                                                                                            /SMM 1986.1.3
                                                                                                                             CSG 2006

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/csg/eng/Book%20Eight%20-%20Sin%20and%20Restoration%20Through%20Indemnity%20.pdf
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Upon arriving as a refugee in Pusan, 
Reverend Moon wrote and dictated
The Original DP – 5 Books 900 pages!.

The earliest manuscript of the 
Divine Principle 
was lost in North Korea 
during the Korean War!
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1986
Mrs. Eu

Father once taught us what the four most important points of the 
Principle are;

- The first point is the true relationship between God and man
- the second point is the relationship between the spiritual world and   
  the physical world
- the third point is mans/womens portion of responsibility; 
- the fourth point is the problem of Cain and Abel. 

Without understanding the problem of Cain and Abel, we cannot 
understand the problems or the goal of history. And through 
understanding all four points, we can connect with God.



True Father told us that the other name for Principle is ’Natural Law’
The Principle is not a religious dogma that has to be taught only within 
the Unification Church. 
Instead it is the Natural Law created by God for everyone to obey.   
                                                                                                       p.50 

2013
Gil Ja Sa Eu



2013

Page 2 of the Divine Principle Hoondok Chart deals with human 
contadiction and the fall. It aso uses the term ”Selfish motive.”
I asked TF ”how were you able to find the Principle which couldn´t
be found by a normal human being, and claim you will save all 
humanity?” He answered, 
because I threw away my selfish motivation.”                     p.66-67 
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Page 2 of the Divine Principle Hoondok Chart deals with human 
contadiction and the fall. It aso uses the term ”Selfish motive.”
I asked TF ”how were you able to find the Principle which couldn´t
be found by a normal human being, and claim you will save all 
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because I threw away my selfish motivation.”                     p.66-67 



Unification Thought Theory of Education teaches 
that education of the heart is the most important 
education and that it comes through grasping three 
states of God’s heart — 

the heart of hope (or expectation), 
the heart of sorrow (or grief) and 
the heart of pain (or suffering). 

These three correspond to 
the Principle of Creation, 
the Human Fall and 
the History of Restoration. 

 A View of God’s Story 
 by Gerry Servito 2016



Awareness of this grew within me and transformed 
my understanding of the Divine Principle from an 
intellectual one to an emotional one.

The Divine Principle to me is the greatest epic saga 
in the universe. 

It explains one person’s hopes, dreams and everything 
he lived and longed for, followed by an account of the 
calamitous tragedy that devastated it all. 



Perhaps that was the first time anyone had asked 
me to verbalize what I had come to feel about the Principle.
This had built up inside me, until I finally understood 
“God’s story.”
                       

                                        

           
                                                     /A View of God’s Story 
                                                      by Gerry Servito 2016
Videolink:
http://dplife.info/blog/view/dojo_category/creation-seven-days/

http://dplife.info/blog/view/dojo_category/creation-seven-days/


•  Sun Myung Moon quote 1952 
   "Today, May 10 is a very important day. 
   When I came here from North Korea, I started writing 
   a very important book, and today I finished it.”

He spoke of the original text of Principles. (1952)
Wolli Wonbon, or Original Manuscript of the Principle.

Partly publ. in Engl. 1973, 1996, 2005 (3 color version)

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP73/
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP96/
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP96_Color_Version/


•  The value of the Principle is demonstrated 
in the fruitful lives of hundreds of thousands 
of people around the world who are guided 
by its insights.



•  The value of the Principle is demonstrated 
in the fruitful lives of hundreds of thousands 
of people around the world who are guided 
by its insights.
 
•  Furthermore, the Principle provides the 
inspirational foundations for dozens of 
projects to benefit humankind, from inter-
religious, cultural and scientific initiatives to 
relief programs, educational institutions and 
quality publications.



•  The Principle, are a collection of several    

   “Divine Principles”

•    Growth in three stages: 
          Formation – Growth - Completion
•    Give – Receive
•    Four positions 
          Four Great Realms of Heart, 
          Three Great Kingships  
          Realm of the Royal Family

•    Spiritual Fall – Physical Fall
•    4 Fallen natures
•    4 Types of Sin



Comment: Examples of 12 independent references 
to The Divine Principles Interpretation of the Human Fall;
Illicit SEXUAL ACT Lucifer> Eve> Adam

Job 31:33 - Book of Enoch 31: 5
Judaism - Midrash, Genesis Rabbi 8.11
Judaism - Kabbalah, Bahir 199
Judaism - Talmud, Abot the Rabbi Nathan
Islam - Qur'an 7.11-27
Christianity - Clement of Alexandria - Stromata 3.14.94
Hutu Tradition (African Traditional Religions)
Kojiki 4.1-6.1 (Shinto)
Augustine, City of God 14.18-23
Ekottara Agama and Ch'i-shih Ching (Chinese Buddhism)
Sigmund Freud - Dream Interpretation (1900)
John Milton - Paradise Lost (1667)



•  The Principle, are a collection of several    

   “Divine Principles”

•    THE MESSIAH – Jesus & SMM
•    Spirit World
          Resurrection for People on Earth
          Resurrection for Spirits
•    Unification of Religions
•    Predestination
•    Value of a Person Who Has Realized the 
     Purpose of Creation
•    Progress of history in cycles
•    SECOND COMING – Sun Myung Moon
…



•  Responsibility (Collective Sin)
   …although the life of Jesus should not have had any    
   connection or relation to sin, but should have been 
   teeming only with goodness and joy, 

   Satan invaded Jesus‘  life, 
   because John the Baptist did not complete his
   responsibility.



Dante, Robert James Lees, Hurkos, A Ford, E Cacey, Branham, Xavier …  
           and many more were channels giving Testimony to a Spirit World 

Jesus Sun Myung Moon



2 Bodies
 in One !



•   Dr. Sang Hun Lee's Teachings
    from Spirit World

•  Dr Sun Myung Moon
   Earthly Life and Spirit World I & II
   …1998

https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/Elsw2/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/Elsw1/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Kim/Kim-000800.pdf#search=%22lee%20teachings%20from%20spirit%20world%22


2006Dr Sun Myung Moon

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2006/Book%20Five%20-%20Earthly%20Life%20and%20the%20Spirit%20World%20.pdf
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2006/Book%20Six%20-%20Our%20Life%20And%20The%20Spiritual%20Realm.pdf
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2006/


Yin

Yang

Yin

Yang
From Spirit 
Body/World From Natural 

World

•  You should know that you are like two people in one. 

•  Your inner man is like a mirror, clean and bright.

•  When the inner and external men are perfectly 
                    aligned you feel joy and power. 
            This is happening every day within you. 

 Reincarnation untrue - but explained as Returning Spirits! 

From Physical 
Body

Yang =
is provided

Yin =
requires effort



Analogy - The whole Divine Principle in a nutshell:

First picture: We have a glider, not an airplane, 
no Boeing, no Cessna, nothing with a motor — just a glider. 

Okay?  
Good. 

This glider needs external help to "soar the skies". 
It usually is brought up in the air with the help of an 
airplane and a rope, and having reached the acquired 
heights, the rope is let loose and the glider moves by 
itself.



Second picture: The inevitable happened — 
a storm brews up, a storm and heavy rains — forces too 
strong to handle for our glider — throw him on the ground, 
and there he is — taken out of the sky and smashed to 
pieces. 

Third picture: By a sheer miracle the pilot isn't dead, 
he is badly wounded, immobile, but his sharp ears 
mark clearly the sounds of coming salvation: 
the approaching helicopter. 



Fourth picture: The pilot is whisked off to the nearest 
hospital by the helicopter, and we have all kinds of vehicles
— ambulances, 55 police cars, clean-up crews, 
they all go to work and the whole place is a big mess. 

Fifth picture: The pilot is getting his long-awaited and 
rightly deserved vacation on a beautiful South Sea island
— with a deep blue sea and a pristine white beach. 

Source: http://tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/I-Ran-2003/I-Ran-2003-03.pdf 

http://tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/I-Ran-2003/I-Ran-2003-03.pdf


• Jesus said: John 8:44
 You are of your father the devil, 
and the lusts of your father you 
will do. He was a murderer from 
the beginning, and abode not in 
the truth, because there is no 
truth in him. When he speaks a 
lie, he speaks of his own: for he 
is a liar, and the father of it. 

• THe archangel's mission must be 
fulfilled first, since God created the 
archangelic world first. 

Next must be the accomplishment of 
the purpose of Adam, who should 
stand in the position of God's 
objective being. 

If he stands as the perfected being of 
God's ideal, the ideal of vertical love 
can be developed horizontally. 
This is the objective world of creation 
which is the Heavenly Kingdom 
centered upon God. 

                         /SMM 11 Sep 1972         
        

Both Adams knew Gods will
as opposed by most people
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We must not doubt the messages from spirit world. 
When we enter there, we will be measured by our 
belief in spirit world messages. 

I emphasize the responsibility for 
the Total Living Offering. 

                                                           / SMM at Dec1, 2000



Introduction Divine Principle

• Principles of Indemnity 
  (Original, Collective, Ancestral, Personal Sin)
   
  Due to the fall of man, Satan trampled on humankind and is 
  dominating all over the land. 

  To reverse this, we must rely upon the principles of 
  indemnity. Because humankind was trodden on by Satan,
  even if Jesus does not help and the Holy Spirit and God do not 
  help, humankind must subjugate Satan with their own hands.

                                                                     /SMM November 25, 1956 



Sitting with medium Arthur Ford 1965:

Col. Pak: You are speaking of New Revelation: that means
you are speaking of - you refer to the Divine Principles 
brought by Sun Myung Moon?

Fletcher: That's a part of it, yes, but even Sun Myung Moon
has not exhausted the possibilities of the Divine Mind. 

He is, and - as long as he lives will continue to be, 
a channel for revelation.



Sitting with medium Arthur Ford 1965

Col. Pak: The channel never ceases to flow; 
the fountain never dries up.... 

Always it will be the Spirit of Truth, who is not limited in 
any direction by either a group, a man, or anyone else – 
he uses one man or he may use a million men, but he is 
never limited.

The Spirit of Truth, like the sun, will light the whole world.



Sitting with medium Arthur Ford 1965:

Fletcher: You are in the process now. 
But before Jesus became manifest 
there were people who had been prepared - 
John the Baptist came prepared. 

But the world has grown and multiplied - 
the means of communication have become simpler
and easier. It takes not one man in a little country 
to be a John the Baptist, but many men in many
countries to herald the coming.



Rev. Eu (with cane). - Main Lecturer of DP in Korea 50-60s



Introduction to Divine Principle

• Principles of Restoration

…after all earthly people are restored, it will take a long time for 
the spirit world to be completely restored because there
are so very many spirits who must be restored through the 
principle of resurrection through people on earth. 

It will be much faster for earthly people to be restored. 

The number of spirits is very great.

And they must go through the resurrection in an indirect way.

                                                                      /SMM March & April 1965



Introduction  to Divine Principle

• Principles of Restoration

For us to fulfil this mission there are two means: 
one is Divine Principle for the Christian nations, 

the other is anti-Communist theory for the Communists. 

Are you confident and do you believe that we can restore 
Christians through the Divine Principle? 

Can we destroy Communism through anti-Communist 
theory? – (Done 1992!) 
                                                                       /SMM 29 Dec 1971



Introduction

• This life that you have been experiencing is not real life. 
You can't see clearly from the spiritual perspective. You are 
such incredible people. You haven't even scratched the 
surface of the Principle of Creation about who you are. 
(Crying) 

• Even our True Father is not at his full potential. He grew up 
in this evil world. He was completely surrounded in an 
environment of evil all his life. He could be ten times greater 
than he is if he hadn't grown up in this world. And every one 
of you has that potential now, too. Heavenly Father made 
you in His image. Oh, you don't know what that is. You 
haven't been able to experience God. 
                                                               /Heung Jin Nim Moon Oct 1987 



Introduction to Divine Principle

• I didn't speak the Divine Principle first, then tested it out. 

  No, first I tested it and proved it, 
  got the approval of God and of Satan, 
  and then I spoke it and taught it to you 

   Therefore, nobody can deny it.                             
                                                                 /SMM 21 Nov 1987



Introduction to Divine Principle

• Principles of Unification

Where should we pull the Republic of Korea to? We have to 
lead her to the garden of love, not to the garden of power 
and not the garden of falsehood. North and South Korea will 
be dealt with properly when we lead them to the garden of 
true love. Unless we treat them as brothers centered on 
common parents, the world of peace will not come about. 
                                     
                                                                       /SMM  20 sep 1987



Introduction to Divine Principle

• Principles of Restoration

 The spiritual realm is the archangel realm. The archangel 
was supposed to help in Adam's perfection. The original 
creation was brought about with the help of the archangel. 
Therefore, the spiritual realm has the condition to assist 
in the re-creation at this time. In this Principle all you need 
to do is pass through one marriage ceremony. 



Introduction to Divine Principle

• Principles of Restoration

 The spiritual realm is the archangel realm. The archangel 
was supposed to help in Adam's perfection. The original 
creation was brought about with the help of the archangel. 
Therefore, the spiritual realm has the condition to assist 
in the re-creation at this time. In this Principle all you need 
to do is pass through one marriage ceremony. 

Centered upon that, everyone who participates in that is 
restored back to Heaven, because in the very beginning the 
wrong marriage was the cause of all misery. Now, in order 
to repair that, it is necessary to go through the right marriage 
ceremony. Do you follow? 
                                                                            /SMM  27 Nov 1994



Introduction to Divine Principle

• You must teach the Divine Principle to the highest level of 
   people. 
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Introduction to Divine Principle

• You must teach the Divine Principle to the highest level of
   people. 

•  All the people in the spirit world need to be taught. 

• Your place is that of owner, elder brother, and teacher. 
  You should teach them the Divine Principle.
 
  Every day, you need to make a determination as an owner  
  in front of God to teach high level-people. 



Introduction to Divine Principle

• They will be grateful and will never forget you. 
   We have to work hard and impact the spirit world. 
                                                   
                                                                       /SMM 21 Sep 2005



Original Divine Principle 
2008



Introduction to Divine Principle

• But you must know Abel can exist only with the presence
  of Cain. 
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Introduction to Divine Principle
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• Abel is necessary in order to restore parents. Abel is 
  necessary in order to restore fallen Adam and Eve to the 
  original status. 
• Abel came to exist to restore the parents.
 
• Through the fall, human beings lost all things, substance
 and love, ( 만물 , 실체 , 사랑을 잃어버렸다 ), which must

  be restored.
                                                       



Introduction to Divine Principle

• But you must know Abel can exist only with the presence
 of Cain. 

• Abel is necessary in order to restore parents. Abel is 
  necessary in order to restore fallen Adam and Eve to the 
  original status. 
• Abel came to exist to restore the parents.

• Through the fall, human beings lost all things, substance
  and love, ( 만물 , 실체 , 사랑을 잃어버렸다 ), which must
  be restored.

• To have lost 'love' means false parents came to appear, 
  and we understand the principle that in order to restore 
  relationship with true parents, Abel and Cain must be
  united and stand in such a position.                  /SMM 1 Aug 2012



Restoration through indemnity is not conditional restoration. 
You must understand that indemnity is real. 

This is not written in the Divine Principle. 
It is probably the first time that you are hearing that conditional
indemnity is actually real indemnity.
 
Therefore, when you think about the course of restoration until 
now, God raised from the satanic world one person who was 
the most conscientious. 
Noah was exactly that kind of a person. 

God needs a man of absolute faith, 
a woman of absolute faith,
a four-position foundation of absolute faith. - Jesus -SMM

                                                                    (183-164, 1988.10.31)



And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.
                                              John  8:32



 Divine Good Spirits
Dominating Evil
Spiritual World

Jesus
2nd Adam

SM Moon
3rd Adam



Jesus casting out demons!
               Exorcism



Power of 3rd Adam
New people were healed by just reading DP



3rd Adam

The spirit world could not function until the appearance 
of Unification Church. Why? 
Because there was no handle to grab; 
no rapport (connection) was established. 
There was no love between the races. 
There was no one who could prepare the base 
so that God could really bring down His hosts of angels. 

But now the Unification Church represents that base, 
so God can bring down any number of angels or spirit 
men He wishes.



3rd Adam

So far, there have been many, many evil spiritual 
phenomena. There are many evil, lost spirits haunting people. 

Spirits can also actually cause diseases and accidents.
What is the difference between evil spirits and good spirits? 

When an evil spirit approaches, you somehow feel fearful
and uncertain and very unstable. 
A satanic spirit is like the winter wind, making you shiver. 



3rd Adam

But when some good spirit is trying to embrace you, 
you feel so good without reason! 
You'll be walking on Cloud 9! 

A heavenly spirit is like spring.
It melts you, relaxes you, and gives you the warmth of
love and comfort. 

You should feel that in the Unification Church. 



3rd Adam

I have been conducting the program of the spirit world 
for everything. 
I do not talk about how heaven is or how heavenly father is, 
and so forth. 
I do not talk about them carelessly. 
I only talk about them after I have digested them with the truth 
and can explain them in some systematic manner.



3rd Adam

 

Do you think that I simply listen to the words of some women 
or grandmothers, or some spiritual medium? No way. 
They are ignorant.
 
They know how to testify to the present, 
but they do not know how things operate.     /SMM (68-276)



And out of his                                                                       mouth goes forth 
a sharp                                                                                 sword =TRUTH 
that with it he                                                                        should smite the 
nations:                                                                                  and he shall 
rule them with a rod of iron: and he treads the winepress of the fierceness    
           
                                          and wrath of Almighty God.              Rev. 19:15



•  Mrs Kang 1952 (first disciple)
I began to think that this young man (SMM) seemed to know 
more than I had first thought. 
I listened with great interest as he continued, 
"Today, May 10 is a very important day. 
When I came here from North Korea, I started writing 
a very important book, and today I finished it.
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•  Mrs Kang 1952 (first disciple)
I began to think that this young man (SMM) seemed to know 
more than I had first thought. 
I listened with great interest as he continued, 
"Today, May 10 is a very important day. 
When I came here from North Korea, I started writing 
a very important book, and today I finished it.

He spoke of the original text of Principles. 
In Korea, published as our current book, Divine Principle, 1966. 

Before that, we had Principle-comments that appeared in 1957. 

Even before that, we had a book that Father had written 
himself.
This was the original Principle text that he finished 
10 May, 1952.            Wolli Wonbon, or Original Manuscript 
                                   of the Principle.



After he came to South Korea, from May 11, 1951 
to May 10, 1952, for one year, Father wrote the original text 
of the Divine Principle. 

Then the next year, starting in July 1953, he began to 
preach his new words. 

1953 was the year during which Father was 33 years of age, 
exactly the age at which Jesus left this world. 

                                                                        /Young Whi Kim 2013

Comment: In Cham Bumo Gyeong TF sais 
                  if Jesus could have continued  over 33 years until  he was 40 years old 
                  he would have become True Parent 
                 Jesus was most likely at the border breaking through between 2nd and 3rd  7  year-courses 
                  The Holy Marriage of the Lamb took place 1960, when TF was 40 years old!
                  1953 the Korean War ended – TF 33 years old!                  
                  See next slide !    /B



33 years
40years

1953 Korean
War ended!

1960



I guided and taught Eu Hyo-won in such a way 
that he was able to systematize the entire contents 
of the book into the form of Expositional of the Divine Principle. 



The Divine Principle book is fearsome. 
Many people make light of it, saying it is a book written 
by President Eu. 

If I had written this book, what would happen? 
All those who might make light of it would be in trouble. 
You could go to the spirit world and see. 

Even if some mistakes appear in the book, 
you should not be contemptuous of it. 
If you do, you will be accused. 
You must be aware of why it was written in that way.



The difficulties in completing the Divine Principle book
The Divine Principle will not change even after a thousand years. 

If I were required to write it myself, I would write several books 
based on knowledge that I alone have, which for others would 
be difficult to understand even after thousands of years had 
passed.

I would like to leave behind some written works, 
investing all my prayer and heart. Why? 
I would like to leave behind great descendants whose 
sincere hearts permeate their bones. 



When I wrote Wolli Wonbon, I sometimes made drastic jumps 
in logic and wrote the content in a condensed farm. 

Eu Hyo-won was given a copy of the manuscript before 
he joined the church. 
As he read it, he cried and cried. 
I believe that he is the first person in our church's history 
who was so moved after reading the Principle that he 
immediately wanted to become my disciple. 

This happened when he read Wolli Wonbon, 
which was even before he ever met me in person. 



He wrote a letter to me with the vow, 
"Based on the words I read in Wolli Wonbon, 
I will become your disciple and serve you for eternity." 

Moved by his letter I traveled from Seoul to Yeongdo 
Church in Busan and held a 21-day workshop, 
in which he participated. 
I was told before the workshop that he was anxious, 
wondering what it would be like to meet me in person 
for the first time. 
But when we met, he openly shared with me all of his 
past life, which was filled with many serious stories, 
some of which I still cannot forget even to this day. 



During the workshop In Yeongdo all the participants 
had spiritual experiences. 

So after the workshop they felt so transformed that 
when they returned to the reality of their everyday 
lives they marveled.

"I just experienced a completely different world, 
which I never imagined could exist!" 



For this reason, in Wolli Wonbon, the meaning of 
"object partner" or "the value of the object partner" is 
presented as an entirely new concept. 
Once you give and receive you come to haves reciprocal 
relationship. 

The more you give and receive with your counterpart, 
the better the relationship you will cultivate. 
Hence, you will eventually become an object partner with 
him or her. 
For this reason, if your activity centers on God, goodness 
or truth, it will surely last. 



Reverend Moon’s first manuscript of the Divine Principle 
is titled Wolli Wonbon ( 원리원본 ) or 
The Original Text of the Divine Principle. Apr 1951-May 10,1952.

Despite the historical importance of this work, to date it has 
not been published, either in Korean or in English. 
Difficulties in understanding its condensed and complex thought, 
as well as deciphering the script which in some places is 
faded and in other places covered with corrections, 
has made the publication of Wolli Wonbon a forbidding task.



The Unification Theological Seminary library was able to 
obtain a photocopy of the original manuscript, 
written in Rev. Moon’s own handwriting and consisting 
of some 695 pages. 

We also obtained a photocopy of the handwritten copy 
made by Won Pil Kim.
 
Efforts to transcribe and translate these manuscripts began 
in 2003 and are ongoing.



It is evident that Wolli Wonbon is not merely an early draft 
of Exposition of the Divine Principle but a far greater work. 
Much of it is concerned with the Principle of Creation, 
or as it phrases it, “the Principle of the Ideal.”

Wolli Wonbon spends nearly 20 pages discussing 
universal prime energy, in contrast to Exposition which 
devotes only one paragraph to its description and less 
than a page to explaining its action. 



Another topic elucidated in great detail is the 
Principle of the Object Partner, which Exposition condenses 
into one short paragraph about the Three Object Purpose. 

Then there are scientific topics, including evolution, gravitation, 
electricity, and magnetism.
 
Also, there is considerable emphasis on the genders 
within God and God’s position as Heavenly Parent — 
Heavenly Mother as well as Heavenly Father.

More
https://appliedunificationism.com/2016/02/22/god-as-heavenly-parent-in-rev-moons-early-teachings/ 



Mother (Hak Ja Han Moon) liberated 
God to be our Heavenly Parent

• True Father was aware of this issue: Wolli Wonbon

– When we know God and attend Him as our Father, and 
likewise when we know God and attend Her as our 
Mother, that is the time when the ideal of re-creation 
will commence on earth. We must know when this time 
is. We must have the experience of finding our Father 
and Mother once and for all. (55-56)



• True Father was aware of this issue: Wolli Wonbon

하나님 아버지 만으로 모시는 영 ( 靈 ) 인 ( 人 ) 은 미완 (
未完 ) 전 ( 全 ) 생 ( 生 )

The Spirit Selves of Those Who Attend God Only as 
Heavenly Father Live Incomplete Lives 

– People continue relating to God, the Creator of heaven 
and earth, only as their Father. This is due to the Fall, 
which caused human beings to be imperfect (645)

Mother liberated God to be our 
Heavenly Parent



• True Father was aware of this issue: Wolli Wonbon

– Throughout human history we have related to God only 
as our Father and not as our Mother. We have not 
even thought about why God had to become the 
Father, but not the Mother. Further, we have not even 
considered that the fundamental meaning of God is as 
our Parent—our Father and Mother. How can we even 
fathom the pain and bitterness of God… (278) 

Mother liberated God to be our 
Heavenly Parent



• True Father was aware of this issue: Wolli Wonbon

• God must be inaugurated as the Heavenly Father and 
Heavenly Mother. Only then can we begin the ideal family 
as God’s children. (278) 

• Peace among the children requires the Mother’s active 
involvement

Source-link: 
True Father and True Mother: A Glorious Partnership -  Dr. Wilson 2015

Mother liberated God to be our 
Heavenly Parent

https://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Wilson/Wilson-151212.pdf
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Here he comes n o w — o u r  n e w Unification brother—with 
Bible in hand and proclaiming a  n e w interpretation; the 
"Divine Principle.“

Actually it was an Australian Pentecostian (McCabe) who 
suggested to the first Korean followers of Moon that the best 
English translation for his teaching should be "Divine." 

Moon's teaching is called in Korea, "the Principle," an 
expression which resonates with the ancient Confucian 
teaching that a just man is ruled by a right knowledge called 
the Yi (principle). 

There is no insinuation of "Divine-ness" implied in the Korean 
word; only the conviction that a human being must live 
according to what is best and highest if he is to be just. 



Divine Principle and Its Application - Young Oon Kim “Red Book”
Chapter I - The Principle of Creation
Chapter II - The Fall of Man
Chapter III - The Mission of Jesus
Chapter IV - Christology
Chapter V - The Consummation of Human History
Chapter VI - Resurrection
Chapter VII - Foundation of Restoration
Chapter VIII - History of Restoration: Moses
Chapter IX - History of Restoration Continued: Judges to Jesus
Chapter X - Prolonged History of Restoration: 2000 Years After Jesus
Chapter XI - The Second Advent
Chapter XII - Dawn of the New Age

Curiosa 1967: Unified Family

As the Truth of the Divine Principle seeped into his original 
heart and mind, he felt a change within himself which naturally 
resulted in what we used to call "Chapter 13". 
There were 12 chapters in the Divine Principle book in 
those days and Chapter 13 was the first attempt to apply 
Divine Principle. 

This meant short hair and a shaven face for men and no 
mini-skirts and less or no make-up for women.



1974

Text   Video-links

https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon74/SunMyungMoon-740309.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsX_Yw4uQHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsX_Yw4uQHk


• Divine Principle 1973
  (2 versions)

• Divine Principle 1996 
  (rewritten)

• Divine Principle colored version 2005
  (same text as 1996) 



There were only two editions of Mrs. Choi’s 
translation, both published in 1973. 
The first edition was printed only once, 
a thick black book of 643 pages.
 
There were many printings of the second edition, some brown, 
some black; some hardcover, some paperback. 

However, for some reason, each new printing 
of the second edition was called a new “edition” on its title page.

•  Second editions are always 536 pages long.

1973



It was during these final stages of the editorial process 
that Father called me to Upshur House and 
gave me a remarkable instruction. 

 Father then drew lines through them and said to me, 
“These paragraphs, take out!” This was the section that explains
 that Korean must be the language of the unified world.
   
       /Dan Fefferman link:Confessions of a Divine Principle Editor

https://appliedunificationism.com/2018/05/14/confessions-of-a-divine-principle-editor/#more-7746


The completion of the 8 textbooks

  Proclamation of the  Word that firmly establishes 
   the True Parents of Heaven , Earth  and Humankind

8 Textbooks and Teaching Material   “8TTM”-link

https://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/importance-of-the-8-great-textbooks/bdp003/importance-of-the-8-great-textbooks


The Sermons of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon

Exposition of the Divine Principle

Cheon Seong Gyeong [Heavenly Scripture]

The Cheon Il Guk Family Pledge

Pyeong Hwa Shin Gyeong [Messages of Peace]

True Family—Gateway to Heaven

Owner of Peace and Owner of Lineage

World Scripture

Links

https://tparents.org/Lib-Moon-Talk.htm
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP96/
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/CSG14/0-Toc.htm
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2014/CSG14-00a%20Family%20Pledge.pdf
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/PHG14/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/TFGH-090000.pdf
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon09/SunMyungMoon-090707.htm
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/World_Scripture_II_Text.pdf


Sun Myung Moon not only revealed the Divine Principle
He fulfilled all the promises in it, and in the Bible.



The continuation of the incarnation the Christ, not Jesus, but a Christ, 
is the Holy Spirit. This Holy Spirit has never been silent – never been 
inactive. God - in many names ~ and worshiped in many ways – 
will touch the hearts of people, and many prophecies will be fulfilled. /A Ford



Cheong Il Guk
Now we must bring OT, NT and CT into one



615 original books with Father's speeches have been published
The pile of all Speeches stretches 18 m/60 ft high!

                                            /Dec 2012



Hon Dok Hae - Daily Reading of Holy Texts



Where is the origin of human love and life? 
Doesn’t it lie within God? 
He is the Subject Being with harmonized 
dual characteristics and at the same time is the source of love. 

It should be added in the Divine Principle that 
God is the source of true love. 

It should be clear that nobody but myself can amend 
the Divine Principle.                         /SMM (224-228, 1991.11.24)



God = Heavenly Mind, Vital Element, True Love 
These three things are actually one thing, 
which is the blood lineage. 
That is why the sexual organs are very important, 
because this is where God and Human Beings 
come together as one.                 /Prof. Oh Yong Taek 2012



Cham Bumo Gyeong is Published in Three Languages

There was great rejoicing on September 1, 2015 in 
Cheong Pyeong, Korea, with the successful publication 
of the Cham Bumo Gyeong in Korean, English and Japanese. 

A new and first-hand account of the life and works of 
True Parents, the Cham Bumo Gyeong accompanies 
two earlier volumes, the Cheon Seong Gyeong and 
the Pyeong Hwa Gyeong, published in 2013.



Kenya

USA

Korea

All over the World
Divine Principle 
is being shared!

Finland



   The Essence of Divine Principle is:

                   Live a life for Others!

  Jesus teaching
  You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
  and with all your soul, and with all your mind.
  You shall love your neighbor as yourself.



After the lecture a woman came to me in tears and said, 
"Seriously I have learned this evening more than I have 
in the past 35 years. “

This proves the greatness of the Divine Principles. 
We who posses the Divine Principles are the happiest 
ones in the world. 
Heavenly Father, Principle of the Principles, 
I am truly thankful to you. 

Because of the fact that I serve you, 
even if I were to die now, I would have no other desire, 
because I have you!
                                                          Links /Bo Hi Pak 1963
                                                           Messiah I & II 2000
                                                           Testimony 2013

https://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/Messiah/Messiah-1.pdf
https://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/Messiah2/Messiah-2.pdf
https://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/Pak/Pak-130809.htm


I have stressed many times what I call "Internal Principle." What 
is external and what is internal? I will give one example. In 
explaining the fall, we can say simply that when the archangel 
seduced Eve. they engaged in the spiritual fall. This is the 
Principle, but only an external or superficial understanding of it. 
If you only give this kind of explanation, people cannot cry. 
Unless people cry, they cannot understand Heavenly Father's 
heart.

When Heavenly Father saw Lucifer seducing Eve, when they 
became nearer and nearer, how difficult it was for Him, how 
sorrowful it was! We must understand this, what I call the internal 
Principle. Blessed members especially must understand the 
internal Principle. Adam and Eve did something wrong and as a 
result we have fallen nature -- everybody knows this, even the 
new members can understand it -- but this will not sufficiently 
prepare us for the Blessing and blessed life.        /Zin Moon Kim

https://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks/ZMKim/ZmKim-850227.htm


You must know that among the audience, there are people 
who would feel like objecting to what you are saying. 

Don't wait until that person raises questions and shouts 
and screams and goes against you, and break the atmosphere. 

Before he does that, you must attack him by giving your 
own testimony or another's testimony, by saying 
"When I first came to this movement, 
I was skeptical of this point, that point, etc. 
...then the thought came into my mind that such and such 
thing really happened, and I was so moved to tears that 
I had a revelation," and so on. 



That can stop a person from questioning. 
You will see his eyes change. 

The spiritual war is won by the skill of the lecturer. 

The most important thing is for you to realize that 
you are the mediator between God and the audience. 
You must be able to relay what they are to God. 

You must let them know that the center of this truth is Master. 
The center of the truth and Master is, in turn, God. 
You have to introduce God there; God is everything.

                 /How To Teach Divine Principle  Sun Myung Moon May 26, 1973

https://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon73/SM730526.htm


"At a meeting held in the eastern part of the United States 
on the occasion of his first visit to the U.S.A. (1965), 
a questioner bluntly asked him: "Are you Christ?" 

In reply Sun Myung Moon raised his hand and pointed 
to various members of the audience in turn, saying: 
"and so are you... and you... and you also, 
if you can accept it." 

1965



On another occasion a translation of what he said 
in the Korean language was given as follows: 

"This is God's world and it has no boundaries. 
It is one. 

Your life is one of universal significance and 
I call upon you to share my mission. 

Be urgently concerned for the world and know, 
feel and act in accordance with the Divine Will. 

The purpose of the coming Lord is that 
some day 
all shall be like him - like Christ."



Sample of text: ChamBumo Gyeong

Exposition of Divine Principle is not all I have to say. 

Before I would be able to say more, 
first you would need to know what I have said and 
where I said it, and 
put it into practise, 
but you are not even doing that. 

Exposition of Divine Principle does not speak of me. 
What Exposition of Divine Principle explains is 
only things up until Jesus. 

It focuses on Jesus.



And yet you think that the only thing you need to place 
importance on is Exposition of Divine Principle. 

With all their hearts, members of the Unification Chirch should 
follow what I say, empathize with me, and be so moved by my 
life that they fulfill their responsibility as the standard-
bearers who create tomorrows history. 

If you lack such a heart, you will not develop.

                                                          SMM   /Cham Bumo Gyeong Book 5 p. 424   

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/CBG/CBG-Book-05%20EXPANSION%20OF%20THE%20PROVIDENTIAL%20FOUNDATION%20AND%20THE%20ANNUAL%20MOTTOES.html


Cheon Seong Gyeong has been compiled based on 
400 volumes of my sermons which make up only 
one third of 1,200 volumes. 
The Cheon Seong Gyeong contents have been 
extracted from only one third of published volumes. 
Two or three times more contents must be published. 

                                                     /SMM  Oct. 10, 2008



The 3 HolyScriptures Cheon Seong Gyeong v 2014,
Cham Bumo Gyeong and Pyeong Hwa Gyeong

Online – Click names! 

https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/CSG14/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/ChambumoGyeong/0-Toc.htm
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/PHG14/0-Toc.htm


When I finish making the highway straight you can go 
as fast as you want to if you are grafted to me. 
The road of indemnity to escape hell will become 
a super highway. 

God took 6,000 biblical years to restore Adam and Eve, 
but in physical terms it totals tens of thousands of years. 

The restoration of just two individuals was that difficult, 
so how much more difficult would it be to restore a family? 

In the Unification Church family I must harmonize
all five races and make them into one race. 



If I couldn't accomplish that then the blessing would be 
only a dream, but after doing the necessary things 
I could establish the blessing. (1960) 

To achieve this under the fierce opposition of the satanic 
world is not anything less than leaping to the moon, 
or even the sun, and coming back again. 

It can only be compared to going that distance. 
If you were to try to do it all by yourself, it would take you 
many millions of years and without knowing these rules 
and laws I am applying now you still could not do it. 
How grateful you must be that it is now possible.

                       /The Age of New Dispensation SMM May 14 1978

https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon78/780514.htm




Short Vocabulary:
AGS =Absolute Good Spirits
CBG = CHAM BUMO GYEONG, Holy Textbook
CSG = CHEON SEONG GYEONG, Holy Textbook
PHG = PYEONG HWA GYEONG, Holy Textbook
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, Kingd. of H.
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 - EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
ODP = Original Divine Principle, 2008
KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
TTM = Teaching and Textbook Material (G=Great)
UC  = Unification Church
See also extended Vocabulary:
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



Ref:
•  Divine Principle vers. 1973, 1996, 2005 (Colored)
•  A Study of the Formation and History of the 
   Unification Principle by Jin-choon Kim   
   Journal of Unification Studies Vol. 2, 1998
•  www.tparents.org - Speeches 

http://www.tparents.org/


References:

Some own inspiration+

A Study of the Formation and History of the Unification Principle – Jim-choon Kim

Theological Developments in the FFWPU since the Death of Rev. Moon

Divine Principle: www.unification.net/DP96

How To Teach Divine Principle  Sun Myung Moon May 26, 1973

Speeches by Sun Myung Moon: www.tparents.org/Lib-Moon-Talk.htm

3 Holy Books

       CHEON SEONG GYEONG – CHAM BUMO GYEONG – PEONG HWA GYEONG

https://journals.uts.edu/volume-ii-1998/17-a-study-of-the-formation-and-history-of-the-unification-principle
https://appliedunificationism.com/2017/09/18/theological-developments-in-the-ffwpu-since-the-death-of-rev-moon/
http://www.unification.net/DP96
https://tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon73/SM730526.htm
http://www.tparents.org/Lib-Moon-Talk.htm
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2014/
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/CBG/
http://www.tongil.org/csg2/PHG/PHG-Contents.html


The beauty in Gods nature is there 
to inspire the most Holy original inside us all!
Have a great Blessed Principled week.        Prepared for 2nd,3rd... Gen inspiration 
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